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SignMap
NOTICING SIGNS OF LIFE AND MAKING SENSE OF THEM

Background

Objective

Imagine time passing by without noticing it. This is what life often feels like. Many 
things happen, but life’s intensity doesn’t always allow you to notice them or to assign 
those events any meaning. Nevertheless, many of these events do carry meaning, they 
can help you make sense of what is happening, and support you on your journey of 
understanding your life’s lessons.

The SignMap has been developed based on the understanding that on a spiritual level 
we are not separate from one another. Yet religion, culture, nationality, status, race and 
other factors create the illusion of separation in us. 

Your very personal understanding of life shapes the way you see yourself and the world 
around you. If you remain unaware of the spiritual nature of your existence, you easily 
get caught up in your own life story as if it was the ‘reality’, and may miss the overall 
picture.

Developing your capacity to notice and understand the signs you receive can greatly 
enhance your personal and spiritual growth. Instead of getting stuck on certain events, 
you can understand them as signs that guide you.

The goal of creating your SignMap is to gain deeper insights and guidance as to 
your life’s lessons. This is done by choosing a time period in your life (let’s say the 
past 6 months or 1 year) and to map out the signs you’ve received. Signs show up 
through events, choices, meetings with people, and changes in your life. Some seem 
meaningless to you while others as important, joyful or painful. When you bring those 
signs together you receive a ‘message’ that can help you understand what you’re facing 
and what you’re supposed to learn at this stage of your life.

Create a comprehensive SignMap by yourself or with a group of close friends, that will 
serve as a message to you. A message that brings meaning to the events that occur 
instead of them randomly happening. Instead of becoming the victim of life, you receive 
the opportunity to actively receive lessons and practice change.

http://milankarmeli.com
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Target audience

Materials required:

Possible SignMaps

The SignMap can be used by the following:

An individual seeking insight on the developments in his/ her life

By a group of close friends, who wish to support one another in making sense of 
recent events

By therapists who want to enrich the therapeutic framework with important 
information that is not accessed in conventional settings

SignMap board (white A3 paper or larger)

SignCards (Post-It’s)

One green and one red marker

Understanding relationship patterns

Understanding life events (recurring and new)

http://milankarmeli.com
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How to use the SignMap individually or play it with a group of 
people

Choose a player who wants to look at a period in his life and let that person take 
a few minutes to connect with his heart. It is important to stay open to see and 
remember signs without judgment.

Set a time period you wish to look at; say the last 6 month or year.

At this stage it is advisable to sit in meditation together in a circle, in order to 
tune into a space of receptivity and vulnerability. If you’re doing this alone, sit in 
meditation for 5-10 minutes.

Take a bunch of Post-it’s (serving as SignCards). Every SignCard can have a positive 
and negative character depending on how you experienced it. Use a red marker for 
a negative SignCard and green marker for a positive. Write down different events 
such as meetings with specific people, physical symptoms, choices, recurring 
patterns that occurred over the defined period. For each event use a separate Post-
it.

Spread the SignCards first on a table or floor, and choose those signs that seem 
relevant to you. (Some ideas for SignCards are listed below). Let your friends help 
you in identifying and understanding events without going too much into analysis 
of why/ how they occured. 

Open the SignMap board (your big piece of paper) and spread the SignCards 
across the board. Now sit back and let yourself receive a bigger message. Try not 
to get hung up on a specific event, but rather look at what has occurred in your 
life and what you’ve created through your interactions and choices. Make sure you 
don’t disconnect yourself from the events, but rather allow yourself to feel them 
fully.

After receiving the message from the SignMap, intuitively write a headline on top 
that describes the message you’re receiving.

Sit back in silence for a few minutes and receive the overall message.

If it feels right to you as the player, open the round and talk about what you see 
or understand, and maybe invite input and reflections from friends. At all times 
make sure to stay in a heart space with yourself and your friends, never going into 
judgment or over-analysis.
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Sample SignCards

A person from the past, who I have an incomplete relationship with, returns into my 
life 

Continuous quarrelling with a family member, partner or friend

People you’ve met who’ve challenged you in inspiring or painful ways

New or lost opportunities (work, love)

Successes/ failures 

Loss of money

Low energy, need for rest

Health issues (Be specific. Which part of the body is affected?)

Enjoy the insights! :)
For questions and support contact me at info@milankarmeli.com 
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